FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MechoSystems’ UrbanShade® at Ecobuild
Milton Keynes, UK – MechoSystems exhibited its UrbanShade roller blind systems
at the 2013 Ecobuild trade fair in London.
UrbanShade is a compact (70 x 70mm/2-3/4 x 2-3/4 in.), value priced system. It is
available as a manually operated or low voltage, motorised roller blind system. It can
be controlled by wireless remote, with a wall or handheld switch or fully automated,
with MechoSystems’ WindowManagement® Systems. Other options include
integration with 3rd party systems, multiple fascia choices with colour coordinated
components and various MechoSystems shadecloth series.
The UrbanShade System provides maximum aesthetic flexibility, and a simple install
at the job site to either a ceiling, wall or jamb mount. The system can be assembled
on site, or delivered in a prefabricated cassette that just attaches to the wall – or to
the ceiling or jamb.
An Expanded UrbanShade Family
The UrbanShade Double Bracket is a two roller blind system. A single bracket holds
two individual tubes with two roller blinds, eliminating the need for two separate
brackets. The ultra low profile configuration allows any combination of (1) two
motorised, (2) two manual or (3) one motorised and one manual roller shade to be
mounted in a 133 x 133mm (5-1/4 x 5-1/4 in.) footprint. The system darkens a room
for maximum privacy, or allows views to the outside with solar protection by raising
only the opaque shadecloth.
Features of the UrbanShade Double Bracket System:





Operates manually with wired, low voltage motors, or with battery powered
motors.
Changes from manual to motorised at a later date with convertible option.
Decreases labour and installation time and costs.
Is available in a variety of colours, or shadecloth wrapped to match your roller
blinds.

UrbanShade Double can be completed with MechoSystems’ square fascia, or with
radius fascia for a softer look.

(continued)

UrbanShade prefabricated cassette (left), exploded view of the UrbanShade System (right).
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